Azz
Keyboardist, songwriter, singer and sound innovator Azz
makes soulful music with layers of moody melodies, vivid
harmonies and exciting elements of Pop, Contemporary
R&B and Electro Soul.
He combines a rich array of cutting-edge synthesizer effects
and retro electronic instruments like the Vocoder and
Talkbox.
Azz’s soul-filled voice adds an intimate texture to his work
that invites others into his inner world.
Following the release of his third single in May 2020, ‘I’m Not
Ready’ was played nationally on Tom Robinson’s BBC 6
radio show (BBC Introducing London) with positive reviews
and continued to be aired on many local radios in the UK
and elsewhere.
His latest single ‘Telepathy’ deals with the chemistry that
some people are lucky to experience with one another.
Telepathy is about this special bond, like being on the same
wavelength, knowing what the other person is thinking or
finishing each other’s sentences.
Born and raised in Nice, France, Azz’s passion for musicmaking was ignited during his childhood when he first came
face to face with a Yamaha PSS 11, which introduced him to
the infinite capabilities of digital pianos, keyboards,
synthesizers and other electronic instruments.
He began experimenting with catchy melodies he heard on
the radio, television and in films, gravitating towards New

Jack Swing, R&B, rock, pop, reggae, funk, disco and
specifically the genius of style-and-genre defining artists like
Stevie Wonder, Earth Wind & Fire, the Jackson Five, Prince
Daft Punk and Zapp, whose groundbreaking use of the
Talkbox and mingling of many genres continues to take root
deep in his work.
Azz felt his singing voice emerging and discovered his own
ability to craft original songs, which continued to expand
when he studied music in London.
He became proficient in the studio, writing and recording
with acoustic instruments and soaking up the art of raw
music making as his love for improvisation and
unconventional electronic instruments deepened and he
established his own musical identity.
Seeking a multi-cultural landscape filled with many sights
and sounds, he moved to London, where he continues to live
and create.
Azz’ spirit of adventure and unending passion for music
across a broad spectrum shines through in his original songs
and has led him to work with a diverse variety of artists
across styles and genres, including soul artists such as
Glenn Jones, Steve Arrington, Archie Bell or more recently
with up and coming drill artist M1llionz. He has also
appeared with Alexandra Burke, Lianne La Havas, Jess
Glynne and Nate James and has collaborated with indemand session players for artists such as Stormzy, Emilie
Sandé, Ledisi, Craig David, Pixie Lott and more.
‘Telepathy’ is now available on Spotify, Apple Music, iTunes,
TikTok, Google Play/YouTube, Amazon, Pandora, Deezer,

Tidal, Napster, Twitch, iHeartRadio, ClaroMusica, Saavn,
Anghami, KKBox, MediaNet, Instagram/Facebook and
Shazam.
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